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 During the Cannes Lions 2011 Creativity Festival, I personally consider we had a great 

opportunity to meet absolutely brilliant people, interact with them and learn about their genius 

and creative ideas. The place in which the festival was held is the well-known Palais Des 

Festival and Des Congres, located in Cannes.  

The architecture of this building is quite modern, but has a very relaxed vibe (very big, open 

spaces, lots of natural lighting); just like all the people who actually work in the media industry.   

The level in which the Young Lions 

zone was situated is a very big room 

with a lot of interactive things to do. In 

order to promote their brands, all sort of 

internet-based companies created 

different entertaining kiosks. For 

example, Youtube created a Youtube 

beach, with two huge hammocks, and 

more chairs, a smoothie and non-

alcoholic cocktail bar and played all sort 

of relaxing music in the background. Another great thing to do in the Young Lions zone was to 

simply draw on the walls. There was a specially organized place in this huge room, created by 

the HP brand that gave you the possibility to express your creativity whenever you felt like.  You 

could draw on the walls, the pillows, chairs and floor. Through this fun and interactive idea, the 

HP brand tried to promote their new printers using the slogan “If you can imagine it, you can 

print it”  



But, just like in any other lions zone from the Palais Des Festival, there was no place in 

which you couldn’t learn anything new; so, the young lions zone had its own seminaries and 

workshops, especially dedicated to the young ones with an interest in media, arts and 

communication. 

I think that the Young Lions zone was such a lovely and comfortable place to be because 

it had a certain freedom that gave you the perfect bubbly feeling of being creative, yet relaxed. 

Because, the thing that I’ve come to understand, after 9 days of having fun and still learning new 

things in Cannes is that you can never be creative in an engaged atmosphere.   
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